Waydev brings the fantasy of “measuring engineering productivity” to life

Leading provider of innovative Git Analytics solutions, Waydev, Inc., continues to support the drive for
engineering efficiency with their data-driven tool

Waydev has continued to wax stronger not only as a leading GitLab partner for performancemeasurements but also as an effective engineering workflow management tool. The innovative platform
has become increasingly popular in recent times, offering engineers and their clients a user-friendly
data-driven approach to increasing engineering productivity. The solution is particularly unique as it
provides users with both code-level and code collaboration data to bring out the best in engineers’
works.

“According to Stripe, there is an annual $300 billion loss from engineering inefficiency. We empower
businesses everywhere to build adaptable teams, speed up release cycles and become secure, reliable,
and scalable. We process over 300 million lines of code daily, from companies like Glooko, CARS24,
Gismart, and Deutsche Fintech Solutions. We help users improve one-on-ones, daily standups, and their
code review process,” said Alex Circei, the co-founder of Waydev.
Measuring engineering productivity used to be regarded as a fantasy, with several stakeholders in the
field seeing only the impossibility in the concept. However, constant questioning and desire to get
better results have led to the quest for better solutions. Consequently, the continuous integration of
technological advancements into engineering has led to the discovery of new tools to enhance
productivity. Such tools promote a healthy engineering workflow as a result of a more balanced worklife for the engineering team.
The primary goal of Git Analytics tools, such as Waydev, Code Climate Velocity, or Pluralsight Flow (ex
Gitprime) is to create a data-backed framework built on a foundation to replicate success. The tool
identifies the workflow patterns, spotting unhealthy work patterns, and ultimately setting the pace for
data-driven engineering leadership.

The Waydev solution takes away the risks associated with relying on guesswork, providing users with
concrete data regarding their engineers, the processes, and how they work. This consequently creates a
framework to replicate wins effortlessly.
Waydev is also unique as it enables integrations with the Git providers already in use while ensuring
data safety, with no human contact.

For more information about Waydev and the fantastic solutions offered, please visit https://waydev.co/. Waydev is also available on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About Waydev. Inc.

Waydev, Inc. is a leading provider of git analytics solutions designed to help engineering managers to be
data-driven. The company provides a data-driven approach to increasing engineering productivity,
helping to efficiently and accurately measure the performance of engineers and ensure that they are in
line with expectations.
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